Fz 250

Yamaha FZ25 Price:. The price of Yamaha FZ 25 starts at Rs. Mind-blowing Yamaha, I really
salute you for making such an amazing bike You are really a lord of the street. Read More. It's
way too underrated. It's a great combination of highway and city riding. A cc bike providing a
mileage of The first bike that I choose for me, because of mileage and its finely tuned engine in
such an adorable price which Comfort is outstanding its worth it. I like it and appreciate Yamaha
FZ 25 colour variety is also excellent. B asked on 27 Sep Yamaha FZ 25 is the most affordable
cc bike available in the market. It is Nasan asked on 4 Sep For this, we would suggest you to
visit the nearest service centre as they would Irfan asked on 3 May Yamaha FZ 25 is not
equipped with gear indicator. View Finance Offers. It is available in 1 variant and 2 colours.
Powered by a cc bs6 engine, the Yamaha FZ 25 has a 5 Speed gearbox. Change Bike. Book
Appointment - Get Best Price. Two Wheeler Insurance Online. Apply Personal Loan. Get
paperless loan approval with lowest interest rate and EMI in the market. Yamaha FZ 25 Colours.
FZ 25 Colours. KTM Duke. FZ 25 vs Duke. Yamaha MT FZ 25 vs MT Bajaj Pulsar NS FZ 25 vs
Pulsar NS Comfortable ergonomics allow for long hours on the saddle without tiring you out.
Updated styling grabs eyeballs. The LCD display is almost archaic and lacks present-day
features. Stand Out Features. Write Your Review. Really An Amazing Bike. By abdullah makki.
Best in segment. By mohammed arshad. Best In The Price Range The first bike that I choose for
me, because of mileage and its finely tuned engine in such an adorable price which By
imperfect gameplay. Excellent Experience Comfort is outstanding its worth it. FZ 25 Reviews. FZ
25 Images. Suzuki Gixxer vs Yamaha FZ25 vs?? FZ 25 Videos. Are you Confused? FAQ Latest
Questions. What is the exact on-road price of Yamaha FZ 25? The on-road price is inclusive of
RTO charges and insurance. What is the engine displacement of Yamaha FZ 25? The engine
displacement of Yamaha FZ 25 is cc. What is the Start type of this bike? Yamaha FZ 25 has
Tubeless tyres. Which bike is better between yamaha fz and Dominar I had been riding an Royal
enfield electra for the past 12 yrs. I don't switch bikes often, so it should be a keeper for at least
next years. B asked on 27 Sep Yamaha FZ 25 is the most affordable cc bike available in the
market. By Bikedekho experts on 27 Sep Answer View Answer. What is the rear wheel bearing
number for FZ25? Nasan asked on 4 Sep For this, we would suggest you to visit the nearest
service centre as they would By Bikedekho experts on 4 Sep Which engine oil is best for fz25?
Sanjaya asked on 12 Aug By Bikedekho experts on 12 Aug Answer View Answers 2. When the
white colour wil be launch saravanan asked on 7 Aug By Bikedekho experts on 7 Aug Is gear
indicator present in Yamaha FZ 25? Irfan asked on 3 May Yamaha FZ 25 is not equipped with
gear indicator. By Bikedekho experts on 3 May Yamaha FZ 25 Questions. By Manaal Mahatme
Feb 1, By Arun Mohan Nadar Dec 30, By Team Bikedekho Nov 25, By Praveen M. Nov 24, Aug 1,
Yamaha News. Yamaha Bike Showrooms in Delhi. Change Pincode. Shiva Motors. Yamaha Bike
dealers in Delhi. Bikes Under 2 Lakh. Best Sports Bikes. Bikes Under cc. Best Self Start Bikes.
Trending Yamaha Bikes Popular Upcoming. Yamaha MT Rs 1. Yamaha Bikes. Yamaha XSR Rs 1.
Yamaha NMax Rs 1. Yamaha R3 Rs 3. Yamaha Upcoming Bikes. Tyre Type. FZ 25 BS6 cc. Just
before the end of last year, news broke out that Yamaha India had filed a trademark for a new
name â€” FZ-X. It was expected that this name was for an upcoming adventure-tourer
motorcycle based on the FZ Here, we have a digitally rendered image which showcases what
the bike might look like upon launch. The headlamp cluster has been slightly redesigned, with
two projector lamps instead of one. The bike also gets a tall visor and half-fairing, and the
handlebars sport knuckle guards. The front forks are thicker and offer more travel. The fuel tank
remains unchanged, as do the seats, centre panels, and footpegs. A bash plate has been added,
to protect the underbelly during off-road excursions, and the bike gets a new exhaust as well.
The tail section sports a new fender, along with a tail rack and new pillion grab rails. We also
see wire-spoke wheels on both ends, with the front being larger, in typical ADV fashion. The
motorcycle gets block-pattern dual-purpose tyres on both wheels. Although there is no official
word about the motorcycle, or any clue about its design, this digitally rendered model gives us
a potential look at what the production-spec FZ-X might look like. This cc, air-cooled,
single-cylinder engine is capable of generating a peak power of This motor comes mated to a
5-speed sequential gearbox. Add Gaadiwaadi. Yamaha FZ 25 is a sports bike available at a price
of Rs. It is available in only one variant and 2 colours. The FZ 25 is a powered by cc BS6 engine
mated to a 5 is speed gearbox. This engine of FZ 25 develops a power of The Yamaha FZ 25 gets
disc brakes in the front and rear. The Yamaha FZ 25 weighs kg and has a fuel tank capacity of
14 liters. Yamaha has trademarked the FZ-X name. Head here to find the answer. Prices start
from Rs 1,52,, making it Rs 17, more expensive than the BS4-compliant model. FZ 25 - Find
Offers in your City. Yamaha motor india â€” motorcycles your dealer swastik yamaha
misbehaves with customers. The servicing team physically abuses it's customers and cheats
them by charging exhorbitantly for parts which are not even damaged. They do not even replace
parts or oil but charge for them. Most pathetic service and arrogant management. Refined

engine with ample torque, Headlight very poor in dark. Overall value for money city as well as
occasional ride. Very very bad tank side cover design. Its more time broken. Quality bad. Total
body quality is worst. Good for long rides and short rides, Comfort and low budget with cc
engine, Service provider too. Is the main reason. Best mileage cruiser speed is 70 to 80 kmph.
Best in styling and very good balance and braking. Power output is nice and no vibration. This
bike is a value for money. I have completed 3 trips with my fz25 Spiti, Bhutan , Sikim
Gurdongmar lake also use it for daily commute approx 80 km a day abd I had never faced any
problem with my bike. Handling is excellent, mileage is superb 42kmpl low on maintenance. On
the lower side headlights dull in pitch dark. Headlamp should be more powerful,. A good
practical bike for the city and Highways too. At the end of the day most people like to cruise at
speeds of and this bike is just phenomenal at those speeds. Anyone who thinks of touring at
speeds in excess of needs to look elsewhere. A very underrated bike and with the addition of
ABS its just a superb proposition. The bikes performance is really good. The cc engine is really
powerful and the bike doesn't vibrate at high speeds. I have clocked kmph with ease. Mileage
depends on the person who rides it. I have kept it well maintained and i get a mileage of about
kmpl. The braking is also really good. Overall it is a very good machine. The cons i noticed are:
Maintenance is not cheap, Styling is a level below awesome, Digital console isnt really satifying
one But it justifies with the price point ,Headlamps illumination is pathetic. The ex-showroom
price of Yamaha FZ 25 is 1. View full specification of FZ Yamaha FZ 25 Price starts at Rs. View
colour images of FZ Thank you! Your question has been submitted and is under moderartion.
You will receive all communications on :. Have a question in mind? Ask Your Question. Your
Question should contain at least 5 characters Submit Cancel. Available EMI Options. EMI Rs.
Yamaha FZ 25 is offered in only one variant - BS6. The new BS6 FZ25 delivers The motor comes
mated to a 5-speed transmission. Suspension duties are handled by a telescopic fork and a
monoshock. The bike is anchored at both ends by disc brakes mm front and mm rear with
dual-channel ABS. Tyres include a section front and a wide section rear tubeless unit. Yamaha
has retained the brawny streetfighter looks with the muscular fuel tank, split seat, and meaty
rear tyre with a tyre hugger. The headlamp cowl has been redesigned in the BS6-compliant
version. It looks quite robotic like the Honda X-Blade. Adding to the sporty appeal are the
engine cowl and the stubby exhaust. The new motorcycle gets an LED headlamp and tail lamp.
Another new feature in the BS6 model is the side-stand engine cutoff function. Read More.
Yamaha FZ 25 Summary. Share your experiences with FZ 25? Submit Review Submit Review.
Start a new comparison. Which one I should go for FZ25 or fzs v3 If you are looking for a bike
with smooth engine, comfortable ergonomics and good handling traits then you may opt for the
FZS-FI V3. While its motor offers better fuel efficiency compared to the previous-gen model, it
lacks grunt. On the other hand, the FZS 25 serves as a good upgrade for those looking to trade
up from their cc machines with its added dose of style and practicality and unintimidating
performance. Moreover, we would suggest you to take a test ride before making the final
decision. Follow the link and select your desired city for dealership details. Honda hornet 2.
Also where is more pillion seat comfort? If budget is not the constraint, then we would suggest
you to with the Yamaha FZ 25 for its more powerful engine with decent power figures, sporty yet
comfortable riding position and great handling traits. It serves as a good upgrade for those
looking to trade up from their cc machines with its added dose of style and practicality and
unintimidating performance. As for the comfort, both rider and pillion seats are wide and offer
the right amount of cushioning. They are quite comfortable and you should be able to ride
kilometers at a stretch without discomfort. Read More: - Honda Hornet 2. I am planning to buy a
new bike with best bhp under 2. Or I should wait till Feb for any lunch of new bike? As per your
requirements, we would suggest you to go with the Bajaj Dominar It is powered by a The bike
offers good looks, healthy performance, competent underpinnings and a host of features at an
affordable price. Also, you may click on the link and check out the upcoming bikes and wait for
the launch if not in a hurry. Is it good for long ride - FZ 25? I have done a kms round trip on this
bike, surprised by the performance of this bike. Though the horses and torque is less when
compared to other bikes in this segment, the bike holds up very smooth at cruising speeds up
to , didn't feel any vibrations. The breaking was best in class. With Good Mileage of 35kmpl at
cruising speeds, well places handlebar and comfortable seat. Only problem is lack of 6th gear.
This machine is a good buddy for touring distance at this price point. If you don't want to spend
too much money, and still need a good simple bike for all your purpose go for it. If you're
looking for high end torque and high pickup, and aggressive seating this might not be the right
option. But still this it's a very good bike for touring. View All Answers. I wish to buy FZ25,
people are confusing me kindly suggest a better bike under 2 lakhs? If your budget is 2lakhs
than you have a lot of options like Yamaha FZ Duke , , Bajaj Dominar, RE Thunderbird X and
many more and Dont listen to what people say listen to what you want, If you choose Yamaha

FZ25 you get a good bike in a very good price, the build quality is superb, suspension are very
good, performance power is also very good looks are amazing, riding comfort on short ride as
well as long rides its very good in every condition and a very good mileage of kmpl similarly
Thunderbird X os also a very good choice. Take a test ride and decide which is good for you.
Hope you make a better choice don't listen to anyone who says bad about any bike, no bike is
bad every bike is good. A bike or a car is like a family member. If your budget is 2 lakh I suggest
to go for a royal Enfield if you are a RE fan. Go for dominor you will love the ride Bro if not fz25
then go for dominar but in my opinion fz25 is best bike under 2L for daily commute and
occasionally touring View All Answers. What is mileage of both? As a owner of rtr 4v i am telling
you why i chose rtr over fz 25 and then i will tell you why you should opt for fz 25 so let's start
with rtr's pros over fz's1. Exhaust note: exhaust note of both the bikes are music to the ear of a
rider but in my personal opinion I think RTR's exhaust note is likely superior to that of FZ's 20
exhaust note2. It comes with Carb only with ABS. Carb seems to feel outdated in this 21st
century. On the pros side, it has beautiful weight distribution, the bike feel perfectly balanced to
manoeuvre in city traffic, catches kmph so sweetly and runs butter smooth. Instrument cluster
has whole lot of information. Clutch feels light my friend who has Avenger Street said he has
got the feel and meaning of Slipper Clutch after riding my machine. FZ25 has refined engine
with EFI. Have a safe ride. If you want better performance with comfort, go for apache. If you
want looks and if you are a speed lover go with FZ. Apache plus points : Fully digital instrument
cluster, exhaust sound, Riding posture, comfort, low maintenanceApache drawbacks : halogen
headlight, chain noise, neutral gear indicator, tyre sizeFZ plus points : LED headlights, looks,
power, broad tyres, instrument clusterFZ drawbacks : price, headlamp spread, relatively high
maintenanceALL THE BEST!!! Keep Riding!!! FZ 25 BS6 launch date? Any upcoming glossy
colour? Any leads by zigwheels? BS6 would be compulsory starting April If you're willing to
cough up the price difference, then wait for BS6. Also which is cost effective in terms of
mileage? Duke Pick up is lower than R15 especially V2 or V1 and duke is best for college
students and worst for racing or traffic rides engine not up to mark for heavy riders in city.. Is
FZ 25 good for long rides? I'm a 6'2' person and i tell you that i covered kms on this bike in a
single day without getting any problems with the performance or the comfort the bike offers.
Definitely go for FZ The bike sitting position is extermely comfortable, no complaints on that.
My height is 6. When i bought it i was concerned with the same issue. But i am glad i mad the
right choice. My height is 5. Yeah bro go for it Little bit bike is taller than 5'5 ride But not an
issue to ride and control In my opinion u have to do test drive the vehicle and make a choice.
Feb 1, By Team ZigWheels. Dec 31, By Team ZigWheels. All FZ 25 News. FZ 25 Videos. FZ 25
User Reviews. Add a Review. Maintenance Cost. All FZ 25 Reviews. Yamaha FZ 25 Images. All
FZ 25 Images. FZ 25 Colours Metallic Black. Racing Blue. Offer By : Company. Validity : 13 Feb
Feb. View Offer Details. Yamaha FZ 25 has Tubeless tyre and Alloy wheels. Choose your city.
Popular Cities. Metallic Black Racing Blue. FZ 25 BS6 cc. View Finance Offers. For more
information visit our privacy policy. What matters is you experience them, every day. Equipped
with an advanced 4-row core oil cooler to keep the engine from heating up even in a maddening
summer traffic. Supported by a 7-step adjustable monocross suspension for that extra riding
comfort and dual channel ABS for superior control. All this packed in a compact streetfighter
body that is not just designed to impress but express. I understand. FZS Every Day! Based on a
reliable cc single-cylinder engine proven on a variety of sport bikes, the FZ 25 has been
fine-tuned and optimized for the Indian traffic conditions while keeping the BS VI emission
norms under check. The monocross suspension at the rear contributes to mass centralization
for the best balance. So you get excellent riding comfort and an unparalleled handling stability.
When the going gets rough, the adventurous get going. Bigger calipers, bigger bike and that too
precise braking even when the bike is speeding up, without any wheel lock-ups. This ensures a
confident inspiring ride and let the rider enjoy the ride to the fullest. So you ride at the top your
confidence. But taking the long route home also means taking a little more caution. This
tubeless tyre does just that for you. The rate of deflation is slow and uniform, giving you
enough time to reach the nearest tyre repair center, just in case. In-Built Side Stand Engine
cut-off Switch The days that you ride off without your side stand retracted are behind you. With
the In-built side stand engine cut-off switch, you can be rest assured that you do not forget to
remove side stand during those immediate rides. Long Visor A stylish crown to the front face, it
helps minimize wind blast and protects you from oncoming foreign bodies like gravel, dust,
insects etc. Golden Wheel Adds a touch of drama to your street presence. This new
combination color with added graphics surely wears its adventurous spirit inside out. So every
ride is a colourful adventure. Please click here for detailed specifications. This advanced
Bi-Function Class D type headlamp has a single unit for both high and low beam. The result is a
cool, compact and a light weight design. Talk about the Daytime Running Lamps and you have

got an edgy boomerang design with brightness enough to stand out on foggy days and that
also doubles up as a position light for enhanced night vision. Light Weight Body Easier to
control while enhancing economy at the same time. Makes the power-to-weight ratio just
enough to keep you zipping. Brush Guard When your grip is firm and hands always protected,
you are sure going to charge into any terrain with a lot more confidence. Adding to the looks of
your machine is always a plus. Under Cowling Well, if you are adventurous, mud and dirt
splatter is going to be part and parcel of the game. The under cowl keeps you prepared for just
that. Added masculinity, nothing like it. LED Flasher. Engine Guard. USB Charger. Bike Cover.
Seat Cover. Tank Pad. Transmission type Constant mesh,5-speed Clutch type Wet,multiple disc
Maximum torque Overall L x W x H 2, mm x mm x mm Minimum turning radius 2. Battery 12 V, 6.
Model Comparison. Explore Other Models. Extended Warranty. Yamaha's Manufacturing. LED
Flasher Everyone can reach you wherever you are. Engine Guard Everyone can reach you
wherever you are. USB Charger Everyone can reach you wherever you are. Bike Cover
Everyone can reach you wherever you are. Seat Cover Everyone can reach you wherever you
are. Tank Pad Everyone can reach you wherever you are. Yamaha is going to launch a new bike
in India -Yamaha FZ As reports , Yamaha has set the release and launching date of new Yamaha
FZ in end of or in new year The all new Yamaha FZ will be releasing in or and the price in India
will be around Rs. Who all are excited for this new Yamaha FZ Share this with all your
2008 ford focus thermostat location
c1155 ford f150
wiring diagram outlet to switch to light
friends and tell us about your reviews on Yamaha FZ by commenting below! I really hope new
FZ will be more advanced. Use fuel injection,Dohc engine,Rear disc brake and rear integrated
led light. FZ16 rear light is super ugly plus no disc brake. Air cool engine is not suitable in
tropical countries.. Rear wider tire is a must. Near one year I am hearing that this bike fzs will
launch in India.. Can anyone confirm the date of launching??? When will it launch in the
philippines? Please give us info about its price here in the philippines.. Your email address will
not be published. Follow Us:. Come, Lets Shout Together. July 25, at pm. Ishan Verma says:.
August 17, at pm. Norman says:. September 13, at pm. Deepak says:. September 24, at pm.
October 29, at pm. Kuldeep Singh says:. December 7, at pm. Eduin mejia says:. February 19, at
am. March 3, at am. Partha says:. January 3, at am. January 4, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply
Your email address will not be published. You might also like

